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About This Content

"Treasures and Tunnels," Delve Deeper's first DLC expansion, brings you 50% more Delve Deeper maps and 25% more
treasure. For those counting, that's 10 new levels and 25 brand new relics. Each level is custom-tailored to be tackled by

different team combinations, and each relic custom-designed to add new excitement to every map!

Key features:

10 new maps, including “Big Orc Candy Mountains,” “Duke Dreadaxe's Dungeon O'Doom,” and “Crazy Edvard's
Chasm.”
25 dynamic, exciting new relics
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For f*ck's sake, DO NOT BUY game. even if its 50 cents.

If you really really want to play this game, You should download community patch to run this game. This game DOES NOT
RUN without the unofficial patch.

Everything, EVERYTHING in this game is sh*t. im not lying. im not exaggerating. EVERYTHING about this game is pure
fu*cking garbage, no, garbage is better than this vomit sh*t.

graphics, visual effects, story, music, sound effects, level design, monster design, gunplay, animation, AI, gameplay, HUD
screen, option screen (FYI, options not working. WTF), english translation, glitches, technical issues ...... just everything in this
game is terrible.

im sick of this. im sick of f*cking horrible games on steam. What the f*ck is Steam doing? isnt there any quality control in
steam store? We dont have No One Lives Forever, Soldier of Fortune or Tribes Vengeance, but we got these trashes? What the
hell is wrong with Steam?. This game was eerily peaceful without being boring, and contains nostalgic echoes of starflight and
other explorey-space-combat games.

But it also has a powerfully fun modular ship-building system that made my occasional defeats at the hands of enemies (because
i explored into dangerous space, YAY for freedom!) only contribute to the eventual SUBLIME PLEASURE of coming back
later with a BIG HONKIN' MISSILE CRUISER and CRUSHING MY ENEMIES.

Super recommend, and I can't wait for more content.

(Played in early access up to the cutoff of content at time of writing.). Bugged, crush in game - confirmed. = Unplayable.... Nice
as in 'Steam Sale Nice'
Upgrade system motivaites you to complete challenges to gain upgrade points
Three simple tasks every level
- Time Score
- Don't use Bullet Time
- Don't miss
Which make no sense in a game about slow-mo bullet spam
Shame
. Very good game, would recommend if you like Hack and slash platformer.. Astral Heroes is a new card game in a series of
similar card games. The early ones were Astral Masters and Spectromancer. This is free and worth trying to see if you like the
style of game, but I feel like it's a step back from Spectromancer. In Spectromancer, you got all the cards you could possibly
play right at the beginning of the game, and so you could proceed along a longer term strategy. Here you have a hand and draw
at the end of your turn like a normal card game. Frankly it's a lot less interesting. The core game is good, but I'd just go buy
Spectromancer if I were you.. Fun and easy game, I think that kids might like it more than adults. However at some points it's a
bit hard for my taste. Also Im not fond of country music.
With the current discount price it's alright.. It shows the story of Rorschach and Nite Owl before the Watchmen comic.
Awesome. It is the best skin ever, first of all it's kinda cheap. Second of all the changes and extra clothes are amazing. I
recommend this skin!
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The game is pretty cool hard thought but the pixel grapichs make want to keep playing cause its pretty neat.

12/10. Fun stategy game for when you are procrastinating homework!. A nice feeling arcade shooter. Basically, you stand your
ground (or duck) and shoot laser beams at robots while hiding behind your shield. The robots come from all directions
(including above you and below you) and you have to take them out while avoiding the humans. The game is very short (maybe
15-20 mins of gameplay to complete it) but easy to pick up, and best of all - it's FREE.. This is a really underrated, enjoyable
game. Challenging without being frustrating, decent graphics with a slight retro vibe, and lots of replay value. Highly
recommended. AA+. Looked good, buuut...

Game would not load at all. Checked discusion on hub. Tried patching game and all work arounds available on hub. No joy.
Pity. Do not purchase game until, if ever, the devs get it working.. This is a fantastic multiplayer adverserial game and deserves
to be repaired, but alas, Capcom is not interested.
However there is a LAN fix which will restore the fun to your local LAN.

http://aluigi.altervista.org/papers/gs_login_server.zip

This link, courtesy of Svond, contains a gamespy emulator and instructions on how to use. Be aware that one of your LAN
buddies will need to be ip-network-router savvy to understand the instructions, and the procedure fix it did require some router
option settings fiddling.

enjoy and goodluck.
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